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Wk
English
1

Wed
06/09/2017

Fri
08/09/2017

2

Mon
11/09/2017

Mathematics

Inquiry
Topic:

ICT
Topic:
Mouse Handling

Music
Topic:
Introduction

PE

Personal
Development

Topic:
Revision of phase 2 and
phase 3 phonics

Topic:
Number System

Student Targets:
To revise phase 2 and
phase 3 phonics,
concentrating on
constructing, sounding and
writing CVC words.

Student Targets:
Reciting numbers in order
from 0 to 20, and counting
on and back using objects
whilst recognising the
consevation of numbers.

Student Targets:
Recognise the
differences and
similarities between one
another and are able to
name the main external
parts of the body.

Student Targets:
Holding the mouse,
moving the mouse
,dragging objects,
left clicking, right
clicking and
scrolling.

Student Targets:
Children will revise
songs from their
previous class and
reflect more on some
interesting music
lessons they had. They
will then be introduced
to new topics to be
covered in their new
class.

Student Targets:
Let the chidren learn
the skills of how to
pass and receive the
ball, and use hand
eye coordination to
catch without
bouncing.

Student Targets:
To learn how they are
expected to behave in
class and how they are
supposed to present
themselves in class.

Assessment:
Can the children recognise,
sound out and write phase
2 and phase 3 phonic
sounds.

Assessment:
Children to recognise the
numbers 0-20 and count
forward and backwards,
and being able to
rearrange and check their
answers.

Assessment:
Are children able to
distinguish between
themselves and able to
name and label the
different parts of the
body?

Assessment:
Observing
movements when
creating images on
document
publishing.

Assessment:
Are children able to
remember some of the
songs done in their
previous class?

Assessment:
Are they able to pass
and receive the ball
easily during small
sided games?

Assessment:
Children create a class
rules system.

Topic:
Poetry

Topic:
Number System

Topic:
Ours Senses

Topic:
mouse handling

Topic:
Exploring Sounds

Topic:
Handball
(passing/catching)

Topic:
Class Values/Rules

Student Targets:
To consider which sounds
make words rhyme, how
rhyming words with the
same end sound can be
replaced to form a different
rhyme.

Student Targets:
Read and write numerals
from 0 to 20 a number
which is less or more than
20. To explain one more
and one less than any
given 2 digit number
below 20.

Student Targets:
Explore how human
senses enable humans
and other animals to be
aware of the world
around them.

Student Targets:
Holding the mouse,
moving the mouse
,dragging objects,
left clicking, right
clicking and
scrolling.

Student Targets:
Children should learn:
• to recognise different
sound sources • to
explore different sound
sources • to focus their
listening. During this
session, the class will:
1. Sing Sound song to
focus listening and to
recognise a variety of
sounds.

Student Targets:
Children are to use
hands to create a
target for catching.
To follow the ball to
the hands, and
communicate when
to pass.

Student Targets:
Chlidren understand
the reasons why we
must follow rules and
uphold the values of
the school to be able
to live and work
together. This is
preparation for us to
become contributing
world citizens.

Ourselves- I'm special

Topic:

Topic:

Handball
(passing/catching)

Expectations in class
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Year 1 Term 1

Assessment:
Can the children identify
words which rhyme in a
poem, and the sounds
which create the rhyme.

Assessment:
Children to be able to with
any gigen number within
20 and tell a number that
is less then a given
number

Assessment:
Are they able to mention
and recognise their
sense organs in class
discussions and
labelling of diagrams.

Assessment:
Create an image
using a drawing
package.

Assessment:
While learning and
sing songs about
sounds, children must
be able to • identify
different sound
sources

Assessment:
Children explain the
process of passing
and catching to
another student, and
use the skills in a
small sided game.

Assessment:
Children create a class
charter on how we
behave in the class,
and can also explain
the consequences.

Topic:
Poetry

Topic:
Addition

Topic:
Living and Growing

Topic:
mouse handling

Topic:
Exploring Sounds

Topic:
Soccer
(passing/controlling

Topic:
Caring for
possessions

Student Targets:
To identify and write
rhyming words, and also
understand that rhymes can
be formed by repeating
patterns. To use a range of
resources to identify
patterns to use within
inependent writing.

Student Targets:
Understand addition as
counting on and
combining two sets;
record related addition
sentences, and describe
number changes that
have occured as addition
takes place.

Student Targets:
To know that animals
and plants are also living
things, and begin to
identify the features of
living and non-living
things.

Student Targets:
Holding the mouse,
moving the mouse
,dragging objects,
left clicking, right
clicking and
scrolling.

Student Targets:
Children should learn:
• to recognise different
sound sources • to
explore different sound
sources • to focus their
listening.

Student Targets:
Children use their
coordination to
receive and pass a
ball. They are to use
the inside of their
foot to control the
ball when playing
football.

Student Targets:
Children find out how
to take care of their
belongings, and learn
how to handle books
and their other
possessions.

Assessment:
Can the children identify
rhyming patterns as well as
sounds which rhyme, when
prompted and in
multisensory tasks.

Assessment:
Substitute numbers for
objects, and counting and
placing number card next
to them. Children will
identify totals when
presented with different
amounts of concrete
objects.

Assessment:
Are they able to identify
things that are living and
non-livng, and sort them
whilst giving reasons.

Assessment:
Children create a
document using
microsoft word.

Assessment:
While learning and
sing songs with
rhyming words,
children must be able
to: • identify different
sound sources • make
sounds and recognise
how they can give a
message.

Assessment:
Children are to
explain to other
children how to
improve their
control, and use their
skills in small sided
football games.
Children also selfassess their abilities
and generate targets.

Assessment:
Children explain to
their peers how to take
care of their
belongings both within
and outside of class.

Topic:
Fiction: The Gift of the Sun

Topic:
2D Shape

Topic:
Healthy Diet

Topic:
Using the keyboard

Topic:
Exploring Sounds

Topic:
Soccer
(passing/controlling

Topic:
Rights and wrongs

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:
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Year 1 Term 1

To consider and discuss a
fiction story, looking at the
cover, contents, CVC,
rhyming words and
pictures. To introduce
the charachteristics of
a fiction story. Identify the
structure of a fiction text
and discuss the events in
order.

Name and sort common
2D shapes using features
such as; number of sides,
curved or stright, and be
able to use different types
of shapes to create
patterns.

To know about the need
for a healthy diet
including the right type
of food and water.

Identifying and
typing letters,
numbers and other
characters on the
computer keyboard .

Children should learn:
to explore instruments
• to control
instruments. During
this session, the class
will: Play the Listen to
the east game to
discriminate between
sounds made by
playing instruments in
different ways.

Children use their
coordination to
receive and pass a
ball. They are to use
the inside of their
foot to control the
ball when playing
football.

Discuss with the
children what they are
supposed to do and
what they are not
supposed to do.

Assessment:
Can the children name the
characters in the story, and
their relative importance.

Assessment:
Making pictures and
patterns when provided
with a success criteria of
shapes.

Assessment:
Children are able to
create a healhy diet
guide which
distinguishes between
healthy and unhealthy.

Assessment:
Chilldren are able to
transfer a written
document into
microsoft word.

Assessment:
While learning and
sing songs about
number concepts,
children must be able
to: • make sounds and
recognise how they
can give a message •
play instruments in
different ways

Assessment:
Children play a
larger game of
football, and use
their skills.

Assessment:
Are the children able
to follow what is right
and wrong?

Topic:
Fiction: The Gift of the Sun

Topic:
3D Shapes

Topic:
We All Grow

Topic:
Using the keyboard

Topic:
Exploring Sounds

Topic:
Handball
(throwing/shooting)

Topic:
Keeping Clean

Student Targets:
To predict the the rest of
the story based upon what
they know so far about 'The
Gift of the Sun', and be able
to develop their storytelling
skills. To begin to give
evidence and reasons for
their opinions.

Student Targets:
Name and sort common
3D shapes using features
such as; number of faces,
flat or curved faces, and
then use them to make
patterns or models. To
become familiar with the
technical vocabulary
associated with 3D
shapes.

Student Targets:
Know that humans and
other animals produce
offsprings which grow
into adults.

Student Targets:
Identifying and
typing letters,
numbers and other
characters on the
computer keyboard .

Student Targets:
Children should learn:
• to explore
instruments • to
explore expressive use
of sounds. During this
session, the class will:
1. Play Traffic lights to
conduct starting and
stopping 2. Listen to
the story and add
sounds to The big blue
jeep and the little white
trike.

Student Targets:
To visualise a target,
and use straight line
throwing to project a
ball along a path. To
play as a team, and
develop
communication to
achieve a common
goal.

Student Targets:
To learn the
importance of keeping
clean and neat and
ways of doing so.

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:
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Year 1 Term 1

Can the children retell the
story through drawings and
sentences.

To identify shapes when
presented with different
examples, and support
their opinions with
mathematical reasons.
Children will also describe
the shapes and use
technical vocabulary.

Children describe the
stages of growth, and are
able to write a
description with
diagrams on how young
animals grow into adults.

Children create an
information leaflet
which uses text
boxes with written
information.

While learning and
sing songs about
shapes, children must
be able to: • play
instruments in different
ways • handle and play
instruments with
control

Small sided handball
games where they
record their scores.

Children create a set
of instructions for how
they are to keep clean,
and use diagrams to
support their thinking.

Topic:
Fiction : The gift of the sun

Topic:
2D and 3D Shapes

Topic:
Growing Plants

Topic:
Using the keyboard

Topic:
Exploring Sounds

Topic:
Handball
(throwing/shooting)

Topic:
Solving problems
peacefully

Student Targets:
To consider how a fiction
story fits together and to
learn how to accuratley
retell a story in sequence
through drawings and
sentences.

Student Targets:
To identify similarities,
and differences between
2d and 3d shapes, which
are recorded in a
constructive manner such
as; a table.

Student Targets:
To know how seeds grow
into flowering plants and
be able to identify and
label the parts of a plant.

Student Targets:
Identifying and
typing letters,
numbers and other
characters on the
computer keyboard .

Student Targets:
During this session,
the class will: 1. Sing
The wheels on the bus
to explore expressive
ways of using the
voice. 2. Perform The
wheels on the bus with
instruments. 3. Listen
to The big blue jeep
and the little white trike
and add instrumental
sounds.

Student Targets:
To create scoring
opportunities
through team play.
To manipulate a goal
keeper to place shot
on target.

Student Targets:
Discuss with children
how they can solve
different problems
peacefully. They can
explain and predict
different outcomes
from actions taken.

Assessment:
Can the children retell the
whole story in sequence
orally and with pictures and
sentences.

Assessment:
Children to compare and
contrast features of both
2D and 3D Shapes and
sort them in order of
properties.

Assessment:
Are they able to identify
the parts of a plant, they
are able to plant their
seeds and record its
growth?

Assessment:
Identifying and
typing letters,
numbers and other
characters on the
computer keyboard .

Assessment:
Children must be able
to: • make and select
sounds to reflect the
mood of a story •
select sounds and
sound sources
carefully in response
to a story.

Assessment:
3 v 2 small sided
games which allow
children to use the
space that is
available.

Assessment:
Children can roleplay
different scenarios,
and make peer
assessment
comments.

Topic:
Fiction : Traditional tales

Topic:
Subtraction

Topic:
Growing Plants

Topic:
Using the keyboard

Topic:
Exploring Sounds

Topic:
Soccer (kicking and
passing

Topic:
Getting on with friends

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:
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Children describe the story
and are able to predict what
happens next, explaining
their favourite parts.
Children can confidently
express their ideas and
understanding of the story.

To understand
subtraction as counting
back and take away.
Record related
subtraction setences, and
count backwards along
the line and along the
cards form different
starting points.

To know that plants need
light and water to grow.
To give understand why
plants need water and
sunlight for growth.

Identifying and
typing letters,
numbers and other
characters on the
computer keyboard .

Children should learn:
to use sounds
expressively to
illustrate a scene.
During this session,
the class will: 1. Listen
to the expressive use
of music in The little
train of the Caipira. 2.
Use the City sounds
score to explore
playing city sounds.

To shoot using the
lace area of their
shoes. To pass to a
specific target, and
create scoring
opportunities.

Find out from children
how they can get on
with friends at school
as well as home.
Children understand
compromise, and can
identify when they are
asked to do something
that is not within our
values or rules.

Assessment:
Children can draw pictures
with sentences in a
storyboard to retell the
story.

Assessment:
Children to move on a
number line backwards
starting from any given
number.

Assessment:
Children investigate that
plants need water and
light to grow, observe
the seeds they planted.

Assessment:
Identifying and
typing letters,
numbers and other
characters on the
computer keyboard .

Assessment:
While learning and
sing songs about
comparing shapes,
children must be able
to: • make and select
sounds to reflect the
mood of a scene

Assessment:
Children play
scoring games,
where their
technique is
assessed by the
class.

Assessment:
Children comment on
different scenarios,
and can explain better
choices the
actors/characters can
make.

Topic: Fiction
Traditional Tales

Topic:
Money

Topic:
Pushes and Pulls

Topic:
working with images

Topic:
Exploring Duration

Topic:
Soccer (kicking and
passing

Topic:
Animals and Humans

Student Targets:
Children can accurately
retell the story, explaining
whether their predictions
were correct or not, and can
describe the events in the
story. To provide reasons
for their opinons which are
based on the text.

Student Targets:
Children to recognise all
notes used in Malawi and
work out how to pay an
excact sum using smaller
notes.Exchange notes for
an equivalent value.

Student Targets:
Explore,talk and describe
the movement of familiar
things, demonstrated by
different body
movements.

Student Targets:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Student Targets:
Children should learn:
• how to use their
voices to make a
variety of long and
short sounds • to
respond to long and
short sounds through
movement. During this
session, the class will:
Play the Fireworks
bingo game to focus
listening

Student Targets:
To pass between
more than 2 players,
and to identify
space. Children
create a small sided
game themselves,
and develop success
criteria for playing
together.

Student Targets:
Children understand
the differences
between humans and
animals. They can
explain why we need
to understand these
differences so that we
can appreciate and
care for the world
around us.

Assessment:
Can the children design an
inviation card and write
sentences about the story.

Assessment:
Children will act out a
scene from a shop where
they will need to
recognise the correct
value of currency, and be
able to use the correct
value to purchase a
particular item.

Assessment:
Are children able to
recognise various types
of movement they made,
and record them in
diagrams which
demonstrate the forces
that are acting on them.

Assessment:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Assessment:
Children must be able
to • recognise long and
short sounds and
make longer and
shorter sounds with
their voices.

Assessment:
Children give a
running commentary
on where the space
is, and are able to
communicate it to
the team.

Assessment:
Children can list the
differences between
animals and humans.

Topic: Non Fiction

Topic:

Topic:

Topic:

Topic:

Topic:

Topic:
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Year 1 Term 1

Non-Chronological Reports

Money

Pushes and Pulls

working with images

Exploring Duration

Handball

Different animals and
their babies

Student Targets:
To understand the concept
of non-chronological
reports to share information
on the topics of our bodies
and animals. To produce
and accuratley share
information about giraffes.
To elaborate on key ideas
with additional information.

Student Targets:
To find change and
recognise all notes and
work out how to reduce
prices.

Student Targets:
To recognise that both
pushes and pulls are
forces, and identify
examples that exist in
the world.

Student Targets:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Student Targets:
Children should learn:
• how to use their
voices to make a
variety of long and
short sounds • how to
make sounds of
different duration on
untuned percussion
instruments. 1.
Explore instruments to
make firework sounds.
2. Add actions and
vocal sounds.

Student Targets:
Let them try to play a
mini game and they
should apply all
skills like catching,
throwing, shooting.

Student Targets:
Discuss with children
about different animals
and their babies.
Children understand
how parents care for
their young, and how
responsibilities
change as the baby
grows.

Assessment:
Can the children create a
non-chronological report
about giraffes.

Assessment:
Children to buy items
from the class shop and
should be able to tell how
much change to get or
pay out.

Assessment:
Are they able to
recognise the different
types of forces exerted
on objects? Children can
draw and label the forces
acting on an object.

Assessment:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Assessment:
Recognise long and
short sounds • explore
long and short sounds
on classroom
instruments in
response to symbols.

Assessment:
Pair assessment,
where children watch
each other and then
give feedback on
how well they have
achieved the
success criteria.

Assessment:
Children can comment
on the changes that a
baby will go through
as he/she grows.

Topic: Non Fiction
Dictionaries

Topic:
Measure

Topic:
Pushes and Pulls

Topic:
working with images

Topic:
Exploring Duration

Topic:
Handball

Topic:
Differences between
male and female
animals.

Student Targets:
To understand the
alphabetical make up and
uses of simple dictionaries.
To discover how to produce
a simple form of ordering
words through a dictionary.

Student Targets:
To use comparative
lanuage like longer and
shorter.To compare
lengths and weights.
Comparing the lengths of
two objects and sorting
them into sets.

Student Targets:
To recognise that when
things speed up, slow
down or change
direction there is a
cause.

Student Targets:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Student Targets:
Children should learn:
• that music is made up
of long and short
sounds and silences •
how to make sounds of
different duration
using voices and
instruments. During
this session, the class
will:

Student Targets:
Let them try to play a
mini game and they
should apply all
skills like catching,
throwing, shooting.

Student Targets:
Discuss with children
what is the differences
between male and
female. Children can
identify the need for
males and females to
both be respected, and
consolidate the
understanding that
certain activities such
as football, and netball
are not confined to
male or females.

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:
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Year 1 Term 1

Placing familiar items into a
written alphabetical order,
showing understanding of
the word meaning.

Children to make direct
comparisons side by side
without counting in a
variety of contexts

Topic: Non Fiction
Dictionaries

Topic:
Ordinal numbers/Odd and
Even numbers

Topic:

Student Targets:
To consolidate the
childrens' understanding of
simple dictionaries through
the formation of an A-Z of
Mount View. Children are
able to produce simple
written explanations for
words in their dictionaries.

Student Targets:
Children to order numbers
to at least 20 positioning
on a number track using
ordinal numbers.

Student Targets:
Find out how animals
can help people do
certain jobs eg. farming,
transport, safe guarding
etc.

Student Targets:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Assessment:
To produce an A-Z of MVPS
with simple written
explanations.

Assessment:
Children to identify odd
and even numbers and be
able to count in 2s both
forward and backwards.
To order numbersto at
least20.

Assessment:
Children describe how
some animals can help
people?

Topic: Non Fiction
Non-Chronological Reports

Topic:
Symmetry

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Children are able to
observe objects moving
and are then able to
speculate what causes
these movements.

Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Children must be able
to: • identify long and
short sounds in music
• explore long and
short sounds on
classroom
instruments.

Topic:
working with images

Topic:
Exploring Duration

Large sided game,
where children will
need to use all their
skills learnt
throughout the term.

Are they able to say
what are the difference
between male and
female?

Topic:

Topic:

Soccer

Road Safety

Student Targets:
Children should learn:
• that music is made up
of long and short
sounds and silences •
how to use
instruments to make
sequences of long and
short sounds. Children
will 1. Explore making
long and short
instrumental sounds
then play the Bubble
game to focus
listening.

Student Targets:
Let them try to play a
mini game and they
should apply all
skills like controlling,
kicking, shooting
and passing

Student Targets:
Children find out what
they should do when
crossing the road and
the signs they should
look out for. Children
will understand the
green cross code, and
what to do when there
are no traffic lights or
designated crossings.

Assessment:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Assessment:
While learning and
sing songs about
animals' characters,
children must be able
to: • identify long and
short sounds in music
• create a sequence of
long and short sounds.

Assessment:
Children play in a
small tournament
style game where
they will use their
skills against
different opponents.

Assessment:
Children create a
picture set of
instructions on how to
cross the road.

Topic:
Jobs for animals and
people

Topic:
working with images

Topic:
Exploring Duration

Topic:
Soccer

Topic:
Respect

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Jobs for animals and
people
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Year 1 Term 1

To consolidate the
childrens' understanding of
non chronological reports
and to review the term's
work in English. Children
should be able to write
factual and interesting
sentences about the literacy
work they have done this
year.

Recognise basic lines of
symmetry. To use mirrors
to make and discribe
reflections. To use the
language associated with
symmetry when
explaining.

Find out why it is
important to care for
animals especially for
those that are kept in our
homes. To sympathise
with animals so that we
understand that they
need to be looked after.

Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Children should learn:
• that music is made up
of long and short
sounds and silences •
how to use
instruments to make
sequences of long and
short sounds. During
this session, the class
will: 1. Sing Ho! Jack
Frost and listen to long
and short sounds in
the accompaniment.

Let them try to play a
mini game and they
should apply all
skills like controlling,
kicking, shooting
and passing

To learn the
importance of showing
respect towards each
other, and to
belongings. Children
will focus on respect
in the school, and how
we must care for
property.

Assessment:
Can the children write a non
chronological about their
first term of year 1.

Assessment:
Painting to make different
lines of symmetry.

Assessment:
Children create a "How
to care for animals
guide." which highlights
the key features of caring
for animals.

Assessment:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Assessment:
While learning and
sing songs about
number concepts,
children will: • identify
long and short sounds
in music • create a
sequence of long and
short sounds on
instruments.

Assessment:
Children play in a
small tournament
style game where
they will use their
skills against
different opponents.

Assessment:
Children create a
definition of respect
within school and in
the wider community.

Topic:
Revision

Topic:
Revision

Topic:
Revision

Topic:
Working with images

Topic:
Exploring Duration

Topic:
Handball/soccer

Topic:
Tidiness

Student Targets:
Revise text types covered.

Student Targets:
Revise topics covered.

Student Targets:
Revise about the parts of
human body, senses,
healthy diet and growth
of plants.

Student Targets:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Student Targets:
Children should learn •
how to use
instruments to create
sequences of long and
short sounds. During
this session, the class
will: 1. Sing Coming
down and perform it
with movements. 2.
Choose and order
sounds to represent
each of the Sounds of
winter pictures.

Student Targets:
Chidren play mini
games and make
sure they should
apply the skills they
have been learning.

Student Targets:
To learn how
important it is to keep
theri belongings and
their surroundings
neat and tidy. To
understand why a tidy
area will help us to
learn.

Assessment:
Are children able to
identify the five senses
and explain what a plant
needs to grow healthy?

Assessment:
Drawing shapes and
colouring them,
Colouring pictures
in a colouring
program (KEA
colouring book)

Assessment:
While learning and
sing songs about
senses, children must
be able to create a
sequence of long and
short sounds.

Assessment:
A self-assessment
against the success
criteria developed
over the course of
the term.

Assessment:
Children can draw
examples both a tidy
and untidy surface.

